Some statistical aspects of food intake assessment.
To present the results of the statistical working group of the EFCOSUM project on estimating the minimum sample size for a pan-European dietary survey. Numerous statistical issues are involved when planning a nutritional survey aimed at evaluating various indicators, especially if it will be carried out in different countries. The plenary workshop of the EFCOSUM project has chosen four relevant statistical topics: the sample size estimation for dietary surveys, the number of repeated measurements needed to estimate usual intake for each individual; the statistical presentation of data; and the statistical procedures for estimating the usual intake distribution from a limited number of days of observation. This article deals with the first three topics mentioned. The participants of the EFCOSUM project answered a small questionnaire in order to get agreement on the method of estimating a minimum sample size in the context of a monitoring of dietary indicators. Data on the variability of dietary indicators of interest was also collected, in order to calculate a minimum sample size. The main result was that a minimum sample size of 2000 adults in each European country will be needed in order to identify trends in the mean intake of the most relevant foods and nutrients in Europe. This sample size should be higher if trends have to be indentified for socio-demographic subgroups.